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Abstract—Assamese is a relatively free word order,
morphologically rich and agglutinative language and has a strong
case marking system stronger than other Indic languages such
as Hindi and Bengali. Parsing a free word order language is still
an open problem, though many different approaches have been
proposed for this. This paper presents an introduction to the
practical analysis of Assamese sentences from a computational
perspective rather than from linguistics perspective. We discuss
some salient features of Assamese syntax and the issues that
simple syntactic frameworks cannot tackle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Like some other Indo-Iranian languages (a branch of Indo-
European language group) such as Hindi, Bengali (from
Indic group), Tamil (from Dardic group), Assamese is a
morphologically rich, free word order language. Apart from
possessing all characteristics of a free word order language,
Assamese has some additional characteristics which make
parsing a more difficult job. For example one or more than one
suffixes are added with all relational constituents. Research on
parsing model for Assamese language is purely a new field.
Our literature survey reveals that there is no annotated work
on Assamese till now.

In the next section we will present a brief overview
of different parsing techniques. In section III we discuss
related works. Section IV contains a brief relevant linguistic
background of Assamese language. In section V we discuss
our approach we want to report in this paper. Section VI
conclude this paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF PARSING

The study of natural language grammar dates back at least
to 400 BC, when Panini described Sanskrit grammar, but
the formal computational study of grammar can be said to
start in the 1950s with work on context free grammar(CFG).
Parsing is a problem in many natural languages processing
tasks such as machine translation, information extraction,
question answering etc. It is the process of automatically
building syntactic analysis of a sentence in terms of a
given grammar and lexicon; and syntax is the name given
to the study of the form, positioning, and grouping of the
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elements that go to make up sentences. The result may
be used as input to a process of semantic interpretation.
The output of parsing is something logically equivalent to a
tree, displaying dominance and precedence relation between
constituents of a sentence. Now-a-days there are several
dimensions to characterize the behaviour of parsing technique,
for example- depending on search strategy (such as Top-down,
bottom-up parsing), statistical model used (such as Maximum
Entropy model), Grammar formalism used (such as Paninian
framework) etc. Among them most successful linguistically
motivated formalisms are- Combinatory Categorial Grammar
(CCG), Dependency Grammar(DG)[1], Lexical Functional
Grammar (LFG) [2], Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG) [3],
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) [4], Paninian
Grammar (PG) [5] and Maximum Entropy model (EM) [6].

III. EXISTING WORK

Reference [7], reported (Table I) word order variability that
some language allow.

TABLE I
WORD ORDER VARIATION TABLE.

Almost no variation English, Chinese, French
Some variation Japanese, German, Finnish
Extensive variation Russian, Korean, Latin
Maximum variation Warlpiri

Our literature survey reveals that a majority of the parsing
techniques are developed solely for the English language and
might not work for other languages.Much work has been
done in different languages in different aspect of parsing,
but most of these approaches can not be applied to Indian
language context. The main reason is most of the Indian
languages are highly inflectional, relatively free word order
and agglutinative. Unlike fixed word order language such as
English, in morphologically rich free word order languages the
preferable linguistics rule set is too large, which may not be
handled using the approaches like PSG, LFG[2] etc. Among
the reported formalisms, only CCG, PG and DG have literal
evidence to apply on free word order languages.

An approach for Indian language parsing is Paninian
framework which was developed in IIT, Kanpur. First it was
designed only for free word order languages basically Hindi,
afterward it was extended to other free word order language
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such as Bangla, Tamil etc., but no attempt was made to build
a parser for Assamese.

Among the more recent works [8], [9], [10] has focus on
dependency parsing. Dependency grammar is an asymmetrical
relation between a head and a dependent. Dependency
grammar is a set of rules that describes the dependencies.
Every word (dependent) depends on another word (head),
except one word which is the root of the sentence.Thus
a dependency structure is a collection of dependencies for
a sentence and dependency parsing depends critically on
predicting head-modifier relationship.

A classifier based dependency parser was proposed by
Sagae and Lavie [11], that produces a constituent tree in
linear time. The parser uses a basic bottom-up shift-reduce
stack based parsing algorithm like Nivre and Scholz[12]
but employs a classifier to determine parser actions instead
of a grammar. Like other deterministic parsers (unlike
other statistical parser), this parser considers the problem
of syntactic analysis separately from part-of-speech (POS)
tagging. Because the parser greedily builds trees bottom-up
in a single pass, considering only one path at any point
in the analysis, the task of assigning POS tags to word is
done before other syntactic analysis. This classifier based
dependency parser shares similarities with the dependency
parser of Yamada and Matsumoto [13] that it uses a classifier
to guide the parsing process in deterministic fashion, while
Yamada and Matsumoto uses a quadratic run time algorithm
with multiple passes over the input string.

A language-wise survey (Table II) shows that Nivre’s parser
was implemented in a variety of languages, like relatively free
word order language (Turkish), inflectionally rich language
(Hindi), fixed word order language (English), and relatively
case-less and less inflectional language (Swedish), whereas
Paninian grammar framework was implemented only for
Indian language context and CCG approach was implemented
for Dutch, Turkish and English Language. Other mostly
implemented parsers are Collin’s and Mc-Donald’s parser.

TABLE II
LANGUAGE-WISE SURVEY OF IMPLEMENTED PARSER.

Nivre’s Parser English[12]
Czech[14]
Swedish[15]
Chinese[16]
Bulgarian[17]
Turkish[18]
Hindi[8]

Collin’s Parser English[19]
Czech[20]
Spanish[21]
Chinese[22]
German[23]

Mc Donald’s Parser English[24]
Czech[24]
Danish[25]

CCG Framework English[26]
Dutch[27]
Turkish[28]

IV. ASSAMESE AS A FREE WORD ORDER LANGUAGE

For most languages that have a major class of nouns, it is
possible to define a basic word order in terms of subject(S)
verb(V) and object(O). There are six theoretically possible
basic word orders: SVO, SOV, VSO, VOS, OVS, and OSV.
Of these six, however, only the first three normally occur as
dominant orders. If constituents of a sentence can occur in any
order without affecting the gross meaning of the sentences (the
emphasis may be affected) then that type of language is known
as free word order language. Warlpiri, Russian, Tamil are the
example of free word order language.

Typical Assamese sentences can be divided into two parts:
Subject(S) and Predicate(P). Predicate may again be divided
into following constituents- object(O), verb(V), extension(Ext)
and connectives(Cv). A minimum sentence may consist of any
one of S, O, V, Ex or even in a connected discourse. Table III
shows some single constituent sentences of Assamese. Table
IV shows, some two-constituent sentences that may also occur
in any order.

TABLE III
SINGLE CONSTITUENT SENTENCES. (TF: TRANSLITERATED ASSAMESE

FORM, ET: APPROXIMATE ENGLISH TRANSLATION)

N — nmøAr. TF: namoskAr.
PN— m�. TF: mai ET: I.
V — aAhA. TF: ahA ET: come.
PP— aA�. TF: aAru ET: and.

TABLE IV
TWO CONSTITUENT SENTENCES.

PN+V m� aAiheCA. V+PN aAiheCA m�.
TF: mai aAhiso TF: aAhiso mai
EF: I have come.

N+V iktApKn piVelA. V+N piVelA iktApKn.
TF: kitApkhan parhilo TF: parhilo kitApkhan
EF: (I) have read the

book.
Adj+V vAl gA�eC. V+Adj gA�eC vAl.

TF: vAl gAICe TF: gAICe vAl
EF: Sang well.

PP+V Yid aAhA! V+PP aAhA Yid!
TF: yadi aAhA TF: aAhA yadi
EF: If (you) come?

PP+PN etenhel is! PN+PP is etenhel!
TF: tenehle si TF: si tenehale
EF: Or else he!

Assamese has a number of morpho-syntactic characteristics
which makes it different from other Indic language such as
Hindi. Our study reveals that - word order at the clause level
is free, and in some cases intra clause level ordering is also free
that is elements which can be thought as a single semantics
unit, can be reorder within the clause. The most favourite word
order of Assamese is SOV. For example-

1) m� vAt KAelAw. (SOV)
TF: mai bhAt khAlo.
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EF: I ate rice.
Now we can arrange these 3 constituents in 3! Ways.
Thus we get 6 possible combinations.

a) vAt m� KAelAw. (OSV) bhAt mai khAlo.
b) vAt KAelAw m�. (OVS) bhAt khAlo mai.
c) m� KAelAw vAt. (SVO) mai khAlo bhAt.
d) KAelAw vAt m�. (VOS) khAlo bhAt mai.
e) KAelAw m� vAt. (VSO) khAlo mai bhAt.

It is not necessary that all sentences have subject verb
and object. For example in the following sentence verb
is absent.

2) m� etjpur ibïibd�Alyr CA². (PN-N-N)
TF: maI Tezpur-ViswavidyAlayor chAtra.
ET: I am student of Tezpur University
In this case the verb hy (equivalent to “ is ” in English)
is absent and is a meaningful sentence. Though there are
4 words, etjpur ibïibd�Aly (r) is a single constituent,
a name of an university so number of constituent
will be 3 and hence total of 3! grammatically correct
combinations are possible. Let us consider another
sentence-

3) mAnuhjen kukureTA rAýAt ediKeC.
TF: mAnuhjane kukurTo rAstAt dekhise.
ET: The man has seen the dog on the road.

NP—mAnuhjen (the man) (Man + Qnt: Single + Gender:
Male + Vibhakti)
NP—kukureTA (the dog) (dog + Qnt:Single + Gender:
Neuter)
NP—rAýAt (on road) (road + Vibhakti)
VP—ediKeC (saw) (see + past ind.)
Interesting property of such type of sentence is that we
can simply exchange the position of noun phrase (NP)
without changing the emphasis.

a) kukureTA mAnuhjen rAýAt ediKeC.
TF: kukurTo mAnuhjane rAstat dekhise

b) rAýAt mAnuhjen kukureTA ediKeC.
TF: rAstAt mAnuhjane kukurTo dekhise

If we put a numeral classifier �TA before NP kukr then
total number of constituent will be increased to 5, and
the sentence will be-

4) mAnuhjen �TA kukur rAýAt ediKeC.
TF: mAnuhjane etA kukur rastat dekhise.
EF: The man saw a dog on road.
In this case we will not get 5! numbers of grammatically
correct combination. Because the count noun �TA(etA)
modifies only kukur(kukur), not the others. Therefore
during reordering of a sentence �TA kukur(etA kukur)
is considered as a single constituent. Sometime within
the constituent reordering of words are also possible.
For example- �TA kukur(etA kukur) can be written as
kukur �TA(kukur etA) without changing he meaning of
the phrase. But from the sentence it will not be clear
whether “The man saw a dog on road” or “The man
saw dog on a road”.

Fig. 1. Parse tree for sentence 1

a) mAnuhjen kukur �TA rAýAt ediKeC.
TF: mAnuhjane kukur etA rAstAt dekhise.

5) aAm imZA fl.(N-ADJ-N)
TF: aAm mithA phal.
EF: Mango is fruit.
Here in this simple 3 constituent sentence if we try to
exchange the position of noun(like example sentence
4) then we will get struturally correct but semantically
wrong sentence.

a) fl imZA aAm.
TF: phal mitha aAm

Another important rule in this context is that the
extension (Ext.) or the clauses as Ext. are always
preceded by or followed by the constituent qualified.
That is if element A is extension of B then B must be
followed by A (in other words A does not occur after
B). Consider the following example-

6) p�xAn iS�ek aAmAk suÅrEk ntun b�AkrN iSkA�eC .
TF: pradhAn sikhyake aAmak sundarkoi natun vyAkaran
sikAIse
EF: Head sir teaches us new grammar nicely.

p�xAn Adj iS�ek N aAmAk PN suÅrEk Adv ntun Adj
b�AkrN N iSkA�eC V

V. PARSING ASSAMESE SENTENCES

As an initial exercise in parsing Assamese sentences, we
present an approach for parsing simple sentences. We define a
CFG grammar through which we can parse simple sentences
like sentence (1) or any types of simple sentence where object
is prior to verb. The parse tree of sentence (1) using the defined
CFG grammar is shown in figure 1. In case of sentences 1(d)
and 1(e) it generates a cross parse tree (Figure 2).

But unfortunately it can also generate a parse tree for
sentence 5(a), which is semantically wrong. From sentence
number 4 and 5 we can draw a conclusion that if the noun is
attached with any type suffix, then it is easy for the defined
CFG grammar to generate syntactically and semantically
correct parse tree.
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Fig. 2. Parse tree for sentence 1(d)

In Assamese two basic types of groupings of words are
possible in a sentence. One is grouping adverb with verb and
other is grouping adjective with noun. In general adverb or
adjective occurs before the verb or noun respectively. Since
Assamese is a relatively free word order language so these
modifiers may occur anywhere in the sentence prior to verb
or noun. It means that some constituent may occur in between
adverb and verb or adjective and noun. In example sentence
number 6, three types of grouping are possible- one verb group
and two noun groups. Adjectives are adjacent to nouns but
adverb occur prior to verb with a noun group in between. So
after grouping we will get total 4 groups (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Grouping of words of sentence 6

So we will get 4! grammatically correct sentences. But
interestingly the main sentence from which the groups are
formed is not included in this 4! combination. That is
reordering the adverb again we can get another 6 new
combinations. Though we mentioned above that adverb always
occurs prior to verb, it is not always true. For example we
can change the position of adverb and and verb within the
group. That is suÅrEk iSkA�eC can be reordered as iSkA�eC
suÅrEk. We can exchange the position of main object and
subordinate object also. The constituent p�xAn iS�k can be
changed to iS�k p�xAn. But here symbol of Prathama Vibhakti
(Nominative case marker) � is remove from S iS�ek, and to
the added to the Ext. of S. That is the new group will become
iS�k p�xAen.

From figure 3 we can draw a complete graph considering
each group as a vertex or node (Figure 4). A complete
graph is a graph with all nodes are connected to each other.
Now applying Chu-Liu-Edmond’s maximum spanning tree
algorithm we will obtain the parse tree for sentences which
can not be obtained using our CFG grammar.

Fig. 4. Complete word graph

VI. CONCLUSION

Here we present the first step toward parsing of Assamese
language. Our work is significant since Assamese has
not received much attention of computational linguistic
investigation. Using our approach we can handle simple
sentences with multiple noun, adjective and adverb clauses.
Handling of conjunction has been tackled to a limited extent. It
needs to improved for complex sentences with different form.
Also, there are other issues that we did not address in this
paper.
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